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The best-performing model, that with the lowest value of the $�i^{2}$, corresponding to the following fitting parameters: Lq’, was then chosen as the reference, in the same way as described for Sets 01 11. The resulting best-performing BIANCA model prediction for Sets
02 10 is shown in Fig 2 in comparison with corresponding experimental data (see Table 2 ). The BIANCA algorithm was implemented in Matlab (ver. R2017a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) using the Toolbox for Automated Segmentation and Registration (AstroArt, Charité --
Universitätsmedizin Berlin, Germany; details in Suppl. Mat. 1), and can be applied to individual datasets from study to study. A user-friendly computer interface is available, which allows novice users to build their own models as well as publish their models. The BIANCA
segmentation approach is based on three components: non-linear intensity correction, lesion free tissue segmentation, and transformation of the tissue segmentation into a probability map that predicts the predicted volume for every voxel. The BL dataset (73 subjects,
1,132 volumetric measurements) was used for evaluating the performance of the BIANCA segmentation. For training and validation, a subset of one to four subjects, which were randomly chosen from the 73 BL datasets, were merged with the already existing dataset.
Thus, the predicted volumes of the newly merged sets were obtained by training, and the performance of the automated segmentations was validated. Before analysis, all lesion types were split into three separate classifications, i.e. long-distance (LD), intermediate-

distance (ID), and near-distance (ND) lesions. Model performance was evaluated by calculating the absolute volume errors (AVE) and the relative volume errors (RVE), mean absolute errors (MAE), and their associated IQRs (defined as the percentiles 25, 50, and 75). For
determining training and validation subsets, Raincloud plots (Allen et al., 2019) were created to analyze the mean errors and their IQRs on a random sample size, as shown in Figure 5. These figures show, that if more subjects were randomly chosen for the training of a

BIANCA model, the performance (i.e. less outliers, closer IQR) in all sets becomes better.
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One of the more controversial models (and the subject of a heated debate) is whether Neanderthals developed their own tool design system, and if so, what was
their advantage over other tool designs. The controversial conclusion is that Neanderthals, unlike modern humans, did not use the flake-and-flake technology,

which today is used by most toolmakers. [3] We’ve told you about some of the questions that researchers are addressing with the science of gestural
communication. And now, unlike previous models, the Bianka presents these questions directly in her gestural repertoire, allowing scientists to dissect her

gestures to learn more about how she went about expressing her thoughts and feelings. [6] Bianka Hofmann: My desire to defend fundamental rights in Europe
has always been stronger than the desire to protect the survival of European history. I also believe that we need to break the rules, re-interpret the national

states and break the authoritarian tendencies of the European Union. This should be at the core of all any new architecture that takes shape. It requires
deliberative democracy. In Germany we live in a country where we need to seek consensus and to build bridges. We need to be able to discuss everything

openly and have informal meetings, while avoiding any authority. We need to free up democratic tools, so that citizens can actively participate in their lives, in
the public discourse, and in politics. Many people in politics are not governed by democratic principles, but by political correctness. Thats why I have always

worked to promote a re-education of European politics and to make our politicians aware of the danger of political correctness. 5ec8ef588b
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